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Abstract. Explicitly defining a software process model is widely recognized as a good software engineering practice. However, having a defined process does not necessarily mean that this process is good, sound
and/or useful. There have been several approaches for software process
evaluation including testing, simulation and metrics; the first one requires software process enactment, i.e., an expensive, risky and long process, and the others require high expertise for correctly interpreting their
meaning. In this paper we propose a visual approach for software process
model evaluation based on three architectural view types, each one focusing on basic process elements: Role Blueprint, Task Blueprint and
Work Product Blueprint. They enable visual evaluation of different
perspectives of a software process, each being relevant for a particular
stakeholder. We illustrate the proposed approach by applying it to the
software process defined for a real world company that develops software
for retail. We show how design errors were identified.

1

Introduction

There is a generalized agreement among software practitioners about the relevance of counting on a well defined process model for systematizing development.
There have been several efforts in aiding organizations toward this goal: maturity
models and standards that describe which elements should be part of a software
process, notations that allow rigorous specification, and tools that support these
notations. However, having a well defined software process does not necessarily
mean having a good process.
It is not apparent how to determine if a software process is good, or if it can be
improved in any sense before it is enacted [16]. The software process metamodel
SPEM 2.0 [15] proposes wellformedness rules for software process definition but
their scope is limited. For example, SPEM 2.0 does not determine if for a given
process some of the roles are overloaded, if there are work products that are
bottlenecks, or if there is no clear termination condition for a task cycle. What
is even more difficult about these issues is that they do not always constitute
errors, but they are indicators that something may not be right [10]. Even though
there are some metrics defined for measuring software processes [2], they provide
?
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little intuition about what may be wrong, where the error is, and how to find
opportunities for improvement when there is no apparent error. How can we
present a rich software process on mere flat diagrams? Software processes should
represent a complex, dynamic and multidimensional world. Moreover, available
tools are usually intended only for software process visual specification, and not
for evaluation, let alone visual evaluation.
The convenience of specifying the software architecture with multiple views
has been agreed upon [3]. Different stakeholders require different information
for evaluations, thus it seems natural to deal with multiple process architectural
views [11]. We specify our process models using the SPEM 2.0 standard. Process architectural views are built following an architectural recovery approach
such that they allow us to evaluate different process characteristics. We propose
three process architectural view types: Role Blueprint, Task Blueprint and
Work Product Blueprint. These blueprints are process views that make use
of metrics computed from a process model for easing understanding and evaluating different aspects not available in SPEM 2.0 and its associated tools. These
visualizations have been implemented in the ProcessModel tool3 based on Moose
technology and the Mondrian tool. Visualization aids in data analysis and problem detection [14]. Using different concerns about process models in a graphical
manner, we make use of the human visual capacity for interpreting the process
in context and to evaluate its coherence and suitability [13].
We have applied our approach to the process model specification of DTS, a
real world small company that develops software for retail. We have been able to
identify several problems in the process and the company’s stakeholders agreed
that they were actual problems. The process has been redefined and the changes
are currently being applied.

2

Related Work

Software quality is a key issue in software engineering, and it highly depends on
the process used for developing it [8]. Software process quality assurance can be
addressed in different ways: metrics, testing, simulation, or formal reviews.
Canfora et. al. [2] define some ratio metrics for measuring overall software
processes, but based on this general data it is hard to know what is wrong, where
the error is located, and how to find opportunities for improvement when there is
no apparent error. However, these metrics are a key starting point. We use them
as a basis over which we build a visual layer to evaluate more specific aspects
of different process model elements. We define a evaluation approach based on
visualization whereas Canfora et. al. propose and validate some general metrics.
Our approach is based on the evidence about the visualization aids in data
analysis and problem detection [14]. Further we visualize different concerns about
process models using the human visual capacity for interpreting the process in
context and to evaluate its coherence and suitability [13].
3
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In Process Model Testing, process models are checked against their specifications [16]. An example of process testing is a software process assessment, where
a process and its corresponding model are evaluated based on a capability maturity framework. This approach is present in CMMI [19] and ISO/IEC15504 [9].
This kind of testing activities can only be carried out once the process model
has already been implemented, tailored and enacted. It checks for adherence to
a standard but it does not evaluate the appropriateness of the process for the
organizational or project needs. Process testing requires very long time cycles.
Gruhn [7] has proposed a verification technique based on simulation results and
execution trace evaluation. Simulation has a shorter cycle, but it still requires enactment data. This is an appropriate verification technique if the process model
is known to be suitable for the environment, but if the model is incomplete,
underspecified or it is not suitable for the organization, the process model simulation will not yield the expected results.
Cook and Wolf [4] present a formal verification and validation technique for
identifying and measuring the discrepancies between process models and actual
executions. They do not address suitability, completeness or consistency of the
process model. Pérez et al. [17] suggest to evaluate the congruence between the
process model and a given environment based on past data. However, obtaining
these measurements is hard and the results are not precise. Formal specifications
and checking based on Petri Nets in a multi-view approach are presented in [5],
but formal checking has semantic limitations. Our process model blueprints use
SPEM 2.0 models to recover and visualize them independently using some basic
metrics, and the evaluation can be delegated to process designers in an informal
but structured and practical way.
Software inspections, walkthroughs, and technical reviews, are widely used to
improve software quality, so they are promising techniques for software processes
too. The key idea is that a group of experienced software engineers, meeting
together to review a software product, can improve its quality by detecting
defects that the product designer or developer could have overseen. Our proposal
consists of a tool that supports the software process model review based on visual
mechanisms. According to [18], the review process has three main tasks: defect
discovery, defect collection, and defect discrimination. The defect discovery is the
one that demands the highest expertise. The approach and tool presented in this
paper is intended to facilitate the process model defect discovery in a visual way
inside a planned verification and validation context. Also, the specific solution
presented in this paper can be useful for a process designer to gain some insights
about the process model design and potentially find some problems.

3

Problems in Software Process Model Evaluation

Defining a software development process is an effort to systematize and improve
software development. However, defining a software process does not necessarily
imply that the process is complete, sound and/or well defined.
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Fig. 1. SPEM Model Fragment for Requirements Change Management

SPEM is a specific standard language used to define software process models.
Enterprise Architect (EA)4 and Eclipse Process Framework (EPF)5 are two popular integrated development environments (IDE) used to describe and visualize
SPEM processes. We argue that the representations provided by these tools are
not enough for easily assessing model quality. As an illustration, we will use the
process model used in DTS, a small software company.
The software process model used by DTS is written in SPEM and it is composed of 57 tasks, 66 work products and 9 roles. We consider the complete
process, including project management, testing, requirements management and
technical development. Figure 1 is a screenshot of a piece of the DTS process
model visualized using EA. This model excerpt focuses on part of the requirements change management area and represents the main dependencies between
tasks and their related roles and work products. The process model adopted
at DTS received a careful attention in its conception by dedicated engineers.
However, a number of problems were recently detected but not easily identified.
Incorrect relationships (a,b): W4 (Change Request) should be an output of
T1 (Requirement Change Reception) instead of being an input, and W2 (Change
Estimated) should be an output of T3 (Estimate Change) instead of T2 (Requirement Change Analysis). The change request is received by task Requirement
Change Reception and is used by all other tasks. The Change Estimated work
product is the result of the Estimate Change task.
Missing elements (d,e): W5 (Requirement Change Analysis) is required as output of T2 (Requirement Change Analysis) and input of T3 (Estimate Change).
A new role R3 (Client) is required because it is involved in T1 and T2 (Re4
5
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quirements Change Reception and Analysis). W5 and R3 are missing because
the process has been inadequately designed.
Missing relationships (c): control links from work product W5 (Requirement
Change Analysis) to task T2 (Requirement Change Analysis) as output and to
task T3 (Estimate Change) as input are missing. Without W5 between T2 and
T3, the information flow remains underspecified.
These anomalies in the DTS process were not easily identified mainly due
to scalability, complexity and availability issues. Figure 1 depicts only a small
portion of the complete process. The complete process is multi screen which
makes it difficult to analyze. Many different sources of information are gathered
in the picture obtained from EA. As a consequence, checking the validity of the
model is often perceived as a tedious activity. A global picture can be obtained
through a simple composition within the environment, but this composition is
not automatically built in a global fashion by SPEM modeling tools.
Although we conducted our analysis on EA and EPF, the same actions could
have been made in other tools (including SPEM as UML Profile). To tackle these
issues, we propose to complement the process designer’s activities with a number
of extra visualizations. Simulation is not a practical option because SPEM 2.0
neither provides concepts nor formalisms for executing process models [1].

4

Multiple Software Process Model Blueprints

There is no unique perfect view to visually render a software process model [10].
As for most engineering activities, defining a robust, efficient and multi-view
software process is a non-trivial activity that requires flexible and expressive
tools. As a complement to software process design tools, we propose a visual
approach to evaluate some quality criteria. We introduce the notion of blueprint
as a partial but focused graphical representation of a software process model.
4.1

Process Model Blueprints in a Nutshell

Process model blueprints are graphical representations meant to help software
process designers to (i) assess the quality of software process models and (ii)
identify anomalies in a model and provide hints on how to fix them. The essence
of these blueprints is to facilitate the comparison between elements for a given
selected domain using a graph metaphor, composed of nodes and edges.
The size of a node or an edge tells us about their relative importance. In the
case that a node is “much larger” than others, this should draw the attention
of the process designer because it may reveal an anomaly or a misconception.
We identified three blueprints that help identifying opportunities for improving
software process models. Each of them focuses on a particular domain, namely
roles, tasks and work products. Table 1 summarizes the meaning of boxes, edges
and dimensions for each of these blueprints.
The visualizations we propose are based on polymetric views [12]. A polymetric view is a lightweight software visualization technique enriched with software
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Layout
Node
Edge

Role Blueprint
Circle layout
Role
Role collaboration

Task Blueprint
Tree ordered layout
Task
Task order dependence

Work Product Blueprint
Tree ordered layout
Work product
Work product production
dependence
Full Process Model
Full Process Model
Associated roles
Associated guidances
Required work products Tasks where it is an input

Scope
Full Process Model
Node color Associated guidances
Node height Required and produced
work products
Node width Tasks where it participates Produced work products Tasks where the it is
an output

Table 1. Blueprints Details

metrics information. It has been successfully used to provide “software maps”
intended to help comprehension and visualization.
Given two-dimensional nodes representing entities we follow the intuitive
notion that the wider and the higher the node is, the bigger the measurements
its size is telling. The color interval between white and black may render another
measurement. The convention that is usually adopted [6] is that the higher the
measurement the darker the node is. Thus light gray represents a smaller metric
measurement than dark gray. An edge between two nodes n and m may be
directed representing asymmetry. Direction is usually graphically represented
with an arrow. We are not making use of other edge measurements.

4.2

Role Blueprint

Description and Specification: this blueprint shows a role-oriented perspective of a process model. A role (called Role Definition in SPEM 2.0) defines a set
of skills, competences and responsibilities required for performing it. A role is responsible of some tasks and could participate in others; also a role is responsible
of some work products. In general, the more associated to tasks, work products
and guidances a role is, the heavier the load the role will have. In this blueprint a
role is represented as a node. The width represents the quantity of tasks and the
height the quantity of work products this role is in charge of. An edge between
two roles represents the collaboration between them, i.e., they work on the same
task. Collaboration is not explicit in a SPEM 2.0 model, but it can be deduced.
Example: the Role Blueprint of DTS is presented in Fig. 2. It shows collaboration between roles, so we can see that the Client appears isolated. This
situation suggests that this role is either not involved in the process (and it is
a possible conceptual problem), or that the process has been badly specified.
On the other hand, the Analyst role should have been related to Engineer Manager and it is not, so this is an underspecification of the process model. In this
blueprint two roles are much larger than the others: they have more work products assigned and they participate in more tasks. Also the role Client is small,
and this issue suggests that it is not an active participant in the software process.
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Fig. 2. Role Blueprint of the DTS Process Model.

Interpretation: this blueprint allows us to evaluate if the assigned responsibility
is suitable for process requirements. We can also discover overloaded roles when
lightweight roles are expected or vice versa, an isolated role when collaboration
is required, and roles without training material when it is necessary for a good
performance. Therefore, a complex role could be decomposed, simple roles could
be integrated, training material could be added, collaborative techniques and
enactment constraints could be added.
4.3

Task Blueprint

Description and Specification: this blueprint shows a task-oriented perspective of the process model. A task (Task Definition in SPEM 2.0) is the basic
element for defining a process. It defines a work unit assignable to roles. A task
is associated to input and output work products. A task has a clear purpose:
it provides a complete explanation step by step of the associated work. In this
blueprint a node is a task. The width and hight of a task node represent the
quantity of work products that are required and produced, respectively, and the
color represents the number of roles involved. A directed edge between two tasks
states an dependency between them: T1 depends on T2 if T1 uses work products
produced by T2. The organization of the tasks uses a TreeOrderLayout, so they
are placed in a top-down fashion to reflect the dependency order. As a natural
and intuitive good practice, each task should be connected to a previous and a
next task, except for the first and the last.
Example: the Task Blueprint of DTS is presented in Fig. 3. Node size shows
their complexity. In the example, the Requirements Review task is more complex than all others, so decomposition may be needed, e.g. Requirements Review
could be decomposed into Software Requirements Review and User Requirements Review. Color shows participant roles, so User Requirements Definition
does not have associated roles. This is a specification error unless the task is au-
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Fig. 3. Task Blueprint of the DTS Process Model.

tomatic. Other problems may be identified in the model such as the existence of
many initial and final tasks: tasks without a possible next or previous task. Another problem arises due to the multiple links between tasks of different process
areas, indicating a high coupling between main process components. The tasks
on the upper left represent the management process area, those on the upper
right correspond to engineering process area and those on the bottom belong
to testing. These process areas, interpreted as process components, should be
connected with as few dependencies as possible using process ports as SPEM2.0
suggests; they can be used with composed work products and reports generated from other work products between main or facade tasks inside each process
component. Related small tasks can be redefined as steps of a larger task.
Interpretation: this blueprint allows us to evaluate if task granularity is appropriate for process requirements. It enables the discovery of a complex task, or a
disconnected task or task sub graph. A complex task could be decomposed and
simple tasks could be integrated. Similarly, this blueprint can be used to find
SPI opportunities and misspecifications such as high coupling, final or initial
tasks with next or previous tasks, and tasks without assigned roles.
4.4

WorkProduct Blueprint

Description and Specification: this blueprint shows a work product-oriented
perspective of the process model. A work product (Work Product Definition in
SPEM 2.0) is used, modified or produced by tasks. Roles use work products
to perform tasks and produce other work products. Roles are responsible for
work products, so they aid in identifying skills required for producing them. In
this blueprint each node is a work product. The width and height of the node
represent the quantity of tasks where the work product is an input or an output,
respectively. The color refers to the quantity of associated guidances. An edge
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Fig. 4. Work Product Blueprint of the DTS Process Model.

between two work products designates a dependency: W1 depends on W2, if W1
is an output of a task where W2 is input. Any work product should be connected
to previous and next work products except for the first and the last.
Example: the Work Product Blueprint of DTS is presented in Fig. 4. This
blueprint shows a process with small work products except for a few of them.
System Requirements Specification is big and it can probably be divided into
simpler work products. Very few work products appear colored, so this process
has not defined a homogeneous guidance for executing the defined process, i.e.
the process may not be repeatable because each performer may choose a different
the representation. The work product Unit Test Checklist is produced during the
development, but it is not represented in the model, so it is incorrectly modeled
as an initial work product. The same situation occurs with Solution Proposal
because even if it is not a final product, no task consumes it. It is either a waste
work product, so process grease can be eliminated (process improvement), or it
was wrongly specified (process model specification improvement).
Interpretation: this blueprint allows us to evaluate if a work product is a bottleneck risk, to discover a disconnected work product, or to identify isolated
descriptions in the process model. It can also be used to find SPI opportunities
such as complex, bottleneck or waste work products. Guidances are very important in this blueprint because the more formal a process model is the more
reference material it needs, so the darker the nodes will be. For example, Unified
Process defines templates for each work product, whereas Extreme Programming
does not. Similar to tasks, work products must be separated by process areas;
connections between them are first candidates to be component ports.

5

Process Model Blueprints Application: A study case

DTS’s development process has been defined as a SPEM 2.0 model and implemented in EPF. Even though some evaluations such as CMMI appraisals were
included, there is still no information about the quality of the process model itself
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Blueprint
WorkProduct
Blueprint
Task
Blueprint
Role
Blueprint
Total

Identified Problems
Quantity Improvements
Few guidelines, some are very long, some are
31
23
disconnected, many initial and final artifacts
Tasks without roles, disconnected tasks,
22
19
many initial tasks, many final tasks, many
relationships big tasks, deformed tasks
Roles with light load, roles with weight
7
5
load, roles isolated, there are few guidelines
60
47

Table 2. Process Model Problems Identified with PMBlueprints

or the adequacy with the company’s goals. As part of its SPI project DTS wants
to assess the quality of its process, so they used the Process Model Blueprints.
The problems found were used as input for the following improvement cycle. The
evaluation process was carried out by two process engineers, one from DTS and
another one from the University of Chile, and two software engineers for process
definition. The steps followed were:
(1) Visualization: the process engineers imported the model from EPF and they
realized a short review. Some errors in the tool were identified and some aspects
were tuned. A first visualization of the blueprints was generated.
(2) Potential problem identification: for each blueprint problems were identified.
Each problem was recorded and a trivial analysis was realized in this step.
(3) Problem analysis: each blueprint was used to find a symptom of a problem and the related elements. For example, Analysis was not related to Client
and Chief Engineer roles, so it is possible that some tasks where these roles participated were not adequately specified. Some problems required more analysis
and discussion with users of the software process.
(4) Data collection: the potential and actual problems were collected, and also
some solutions were proposed.
(5) Data analysis: the data collected in this study case was analyzed and the
main results are presented below.
Table 2 summarizes the main problems found during the evaluation. For a
total of 132 process elements, 47 actual problems were found (false positives have
been discarded). So, the process model error rate was of 0.356 errors per model
element. In general, the review found that there were few guidances associated
to model elements. This situation suggests low formality in software process
specification. Disconnected elements cause modeling problems: some connections
were omitted at modeling time and others caused serious conceptual problems
in the software process. For example, the isolated Client role was a symptom
of a problem, and actually a big problem: the client was not involved in many
tasks where his/her participation is required, specially in requirements tasks. We
suggest two kinds of improvements:
Software Process Improvements: the main suggested improvements are: increase guidance for roles (guide of work) and for work products (templates,
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Blueprint
Improvements to Specification Improvements to Process
WorkProduct Blueprint
19
4
Task Blueprint
16
3
Role Blueprint
2
3
Total
37
10

Table 3. Improvements suggested with PMBlueprints

examples and concepts); task re-design for getting tasks of medium size (neither
too large nor too small), such as Requirements Review ; big work products decomposition such as System Requirements Specification; decrease coupling between
process areas, with few relationships between work products and tasks; increase
the client participation and improve the collaboration required between the Analyst and Engineer Manager roles. The bottleneck risks identified on the System
Requirement Specification, Alpha Component and Alpha System Cycle n work
products are normal bottlenecks because of the incremental nature of the software process, so these work products are completed and refined in each cycle of
the software process. However, the Architecture work product and its associated
tasks are not suitable to this incremental development.
Software Process Model Specification Improvement: the main improvements to software model specification are about missing nodes, edges and guidances. Several problems were identified directly, others required more analysis as
collaboration between specific roles, and others were generally due to conceptual
problems of the software process.

6

Conclusion and Further Work

As a complement to process model design, it is also necessary to evaluate software processes. This paper presents a mechanism for recovering software process architectural views based on blueprint visualization. Many process model
blueprints can be defined, but three essential ones have been described here:
Task Blueprint, Role Blueprint and Work Product Blueprint. The
approach has been complemented with ProcessModel, the visualization tool we
built (all screenshot used in this paper were obtained from ProcessModel), based
on Mondrian and Moose. This tool imports process models defined in SPEM 2.0
from EPF, and automatically produces the blueprints described in this paper.
These blueprints are used to find errors and problems in the specification and
improvement phases of software process model. The paper presents an experience
with a process being implemented in a small company using EPF. The assessment we conducted identified a number of important problems. This experience
lets us conclude that our approach is useful for the evaluation of software process models within a SPI project. However, more experience is required for more
conclusive results; metrics and blueprints should also be extended, formalized
and validated. Some limitations of our approach occur because different visualizations can be obtained from different metrics, so there is no unique way of
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measuring and the interpretation must be put in context. The approach can be
extended using goal oriented metrics. Currently, the approach is been used for
evaluating the open source process models defined in the EPF website, and it is
being applied in other small companies in Chile. Also the tool is being improved,
and other blueprints can be defined based on other concepts and elements defined
in SPEM 2.0, or based on other metrics.
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